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Abstract—In this article we present a new approach using
Vigenere and metaheuristics to resolve a problem of pixel
shuffling to cipher an image. First the image is adapted to match
the resolution system by transforming it to a list of intensities and
coordinates. The idea is to use Vigenere encryption to maximize
the confusion by widening the domain of intensities. Then,
metaheuristics play the major role of encryption, generating an
appropriate Meta key in order to shuffle the lists. Thus, both
Vigenere key and Meta-key are used for encryption and later in
decryption by the recipient. Finally, a comparison of different
metaheuristics is proposed to find the most suitable one for this
cryptosystemt.
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I.

Vigenere;

INTRODUCTION

In theory, a combinatorial optimization problem can be
defined by all its instances. In practice, the problem is reduced
to mathematically solving one of these instances, by the
algorithmic method [4]. Metaheuristics are a family of
optimization algorithms that aim to solve general classes of
mathematical problems by combining search procedures to
quickly find the best solution.
In 2005, a new encryption system [16], called SEC
(Symmetrical Evolutionist-based Ciphering) was introduced,
which is strongly linked to evolutionary algorithms and
represents the first adaptation of a metaheuristic to the domain
of cryptography. Its principle consists in constructing lists
containing the different positions of the characters of a
plaintext, and it connects the evolutionary processes
(evaluation, selection, crossing and mutation operator) applied
on the order of these lists to obtain a maximum disorder
without modifying their contents. At the end of the
algorithm, a key known as ―gene key‖ is generated and used
for both encryption and decryption operations [7]-[9], [13][15].
In our approach, we used multiple metaheuristics to find a
strong key for our encryption. Metaheuristics can be divided
into two main groups: 1) Single Solution Algorithms; and
2) Population-based Algorithms.

A. Single Solution Algorithms
Single Search Algorithms, i.e. local and global searches,
start with a random solution then tries to optimize it, following
a given criteria. Various Algorithms are actually used and
improved, such as Hill Climbing (HC), which is classified
among Local Searches. It optimizes the solution following the
highest lean in its neighborhood [10], [18], [19], Simulated
Annealing (SA), is a global search based on Monte Carlo
methods [5], [20]. This algorithm avoids local optimums by
choosing a less optimal solution if the aspiration criteria is met
[3], and finally the Taboo search (TS), is also a global search,
that escapes the local optimums by memorizing a list of
previous solutions and selecting only unexplored solutions [4],
[5], [9].
B. Population-based Methods
Contrarily to the previous methods population based
algorithms optimize multiple solutions simultaneously.
Among many, Genetic Algorithm (GA) uses natural selection.
It combines individuals from the initial population to give
birth to the next generation of solutions then, only the fittest
ones are chosen to reproduce and create the next one and so on
[2], [5], [7], [10], while particle swarm optimization (PSO) is
developed on swarm behavior of birds. The initial population
is created then a goal is set, unlike GA, PSO is not eliminating
individuals, but each individual evolves differently so the
whole group would reach the goal in an optimal way [3]. Back
to GA one can say that even a normal individual may have
more room for improvement than the fittest, Memetic
algorithm (MA) solves this problem since it uses a local
search to optimize every solution (one individual) before
choosing the fittest. MA is a hybrid algorithm, a population
based method using a local search to optimize intermediate
solutions [5], [8], [10], [17].
Section II describes the proposed approach, including the
methods used to optimize the cyphering or adapt different
components of the cryptosystem.
Section III, shows both qualitative and quantitative
analysis conducted on our cryptosystem.
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Finally Section IV, discusses briefly the proposed
algorithm and potential optimizations.
II.

OUR CRYPTOSYSTEM

A. Description
The cryptosystem generates a symmetrical encryption Key
[12]. The main idea is to shuffle the colors of the image ―M‖
with dimensions
, using the generated key. First, we
apply a preliminary encryption using Vigenere algorithm [18],
directly on the RGB image [6], i.e. a random key is generated,
as in vigenere encryption the key is repeated until it reaches
the length of element to be encrypted. In our case, the ASCII
number of each character of the key will be added to the RGB
values of a pixel. Then the RGB components of the image are
placed vertically, getting a (Wx3H) grayscale image ― ‖.
The initial solution is created given as a Table ―X‖ of 256
intensities, to each value we assign a list ―L‖ of coordinates of
that value in the image V. These lists will help reconstruct the
image. The shuffling starts by permuting intensities, i.e.
{

}

{

}

(1)

The best solution is chosen using metaheuristic algorithms
and
evaluated
by
the
evaluation
function
― ‖:
∑

| []

[ ]|

(2)

Finally, the encrypted image is reconstructed using the
new list of intensities and assigning them to the coordinates
stored at beginning, i.e. Let Li from (1) be the best solution,
then all coordinates initially black (intensity=0) will be
assigned the value 251, and all coordinates with intensity 1
will be assigned, 149, as for the remaining 254 intensities.
B. Skeleton of our Cryptosystem
Let M be the RGB matrices of the image to be encrypted,
with
a pixel of the image
{
}
{
}
{
}.

We create a list of random values to be our Vigenere Key
{

}

M’ is the encrypted image using Vigenere Key V as
follows:
[

]

[

]

[

]

I is a grayscale image made of vertical concatenation of
RGB matrices:
(3)
I is then represented using lists of different Intensities,
each list contains the
coordinates of a given intensity,
element of the set {
} We denote by
a list of the different positions of the Intensity and
:
A list of all intensities in a given iteration.
The goal is to create a maximum disorder between
intensities in a manner that the difference transcends a given
threshold. Metaheuristics are used to generate a random key
while maximizing to a certain degree the disorder in . We
denote
.
To cipher the image, we reconstruct it using the order of
intensities in
for example (Table 1):
TABLE I.
X0

EXAMPLE OF LIST PERMUTATIONS

Intensities

0

1

2

…

253

Coordinates

L0

L1

L2

…

L253

25
4
L25

255
L255

4

Xfinal

Intensities

251

168

59

…

2

Coordinates

L0

L1

L2

…

L253

11
2
L25

15
L255

4
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Fig. 1. Diagram of our cryptosystem.
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(e)

(b)

(c)
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(g)
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Fig. 2. Baboon Image
(a) original , (b) pixel shuffling only, (c) Vigenere only, (d) proposed cryptosystem,
(e) Original histogram, (f) pixel shuffling histogram, (g) Vigenere histogram, (h) cryptosystem histogram.

X0 is the table containing the initial order of intensities
and coordinates. The permutation only affects the intensities.
As a final result (see
l) all the pixels that initially were
pitch black ―0‖ will be assigned the intensity 251 and pixels
containing 1 will receive a value of 168 and so on.
Fig. 1 summarizes our cryptosystem. During the encryption,
the plain image is ciphered, using a randomly generated
vigenere key, to enlarge the domain of colors to be shuffled.
Then, Red, Green and Blue channels of the resulting image are
separated and concatenated vertically, forming a grayscale like

image. At this stage, a list of intensities is derived from the
grayscale image. A single solution metaheuristic takes the list
to be the initial solution, while population based
metaheuristics, derive the initial population using random
permutations on that list. At the end of the optimization, the
solution returned, is called Meta-key, it allows the permutation
of intensities as described previously. Finally, the RGB image
is restored by rebuilding a three channels image by dividing
the cyphered grayscale image. Decryption, is following the
same methods except that both meta-key and vigenere key are
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shared. Grayscale image is constructed from the cyphered
image. Then intensities get permuted using meta-key. Next,
RGB image is restored and finally we use vigenere key to get
the Plain Image.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we use a benchmark image to study the
efficiency of our cryptosystem, where we compare multiple
metaheuristics including both local searches and populationbased Algorithms.
A. Visual Tests
In Fig. 2 and 3, we propose an explanation for combining
both Vigenere and metaheuristic keys, as one can observe the
images ciphered by Vigenere and meta-key separately still

recognizable by humans. First Vigenere encryption
concatenates the key line by line, and changes the colors using
the same pattern. If it encounters a big spot containing the
same color, the patterns can be easily found (Fig. 2(c) and
3(c)). The same issue occurs for metaheuristic encryption,
since the algorithm only permutes the colors. In consequence,
we observe an image with similar forms but with different
colors as seen in Fig. 2(b) and 3(b). Besides, the image
encrypted by the combination of both algorithms is totally
unrecognizable (Fig. 2(d) and 3(d)). In fact, Vigenere widens
the domain of colors, breaks the contours of the image and
adds a strong noise to the spots of similar colors, allowing the
metaheuristics to permute intensities and ensure a maximum
disorder in the final image. This can be observed by
comparing histograms in Fig. 2 and 3 (e-f).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 3. Cryptology Image
(a) original , (b) pixel shuffling only, (c) Vigenere only, (d) proposed cryptosystem,
(e) Original histogram, (f) pixel shuffling histogram, (g) Vigenere histogram, (h) cryptosystem histogram.

B. Quality Tests
1) NPCR
∑∑

The number of pixel change rate (NPCR) is usually used to
evaluate the absolute number of pixels change rate [21]. The
more pixels change, the closer to 1 we get. In our case, as we
can see, Fig. 4 presents the NPCR values between the original
and ciphered image, for 10 different runs, the proposed
algorithms gave nearly optimal values of NPCR.
However, this maximal value would also involve a binary
image and its negative, the last, can be easily recognized.
Thus, NPCR proves only that pixels of the original image
changed, but it may still be recognizable. This is why we must
perform PSNR to evaluate the noise ratio in the ciphered
image and SSIM for similarity between the ciphered and the
original image.

Fig. 4. NPCR values for different metaheuristics.
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This means that the computed value (in percent) for two
completely different Images is 0% while, 100% implies either
identical images or an image and its negative.
All values obtained in this experiment are below 25%.
4) Encryption time
This time is actually is for the whole cryptosystem
including key generation (Vigenere & Meta key) and pixel
shuffling. We observe that the encryption is very fast since the
size of the image used is 300KB. For example, in the case of
HC metaheuristic, the encryption rate is (17 554 285
bytes/sec). We can notice in Fig. 7 that the execution time for
GA and MA is too high compared to the other metaheuristics,
but this is due to multipoint crossover that needs to eliminate
duplicates every time it generates a child.

Fig. 5. PSNR values for different metaheuristics.

2) PSNR
(

)

∑ ∑
Peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) is calculated to measure distortion in a
digital image by calculating the amount of noise in the image
[1]. The smaller the value of PSNR, the less signal is
conserved. Let us consider two identical images and add 1 to
one component of one pixel to the second image. The PSNR
of those two images is going to be the highest possible after
infinity, PSNR of two identical images. If we apply the
previous condition to the size of our benchmark image:

While
considering the log scale, all
ciphered images offering a
can be considered
a good encrypted image. We summarize the values of PSNR
given by the experiment, previously described in Fig. 5.
3) SSIM
(

Fig. 7. Encryption time for different metaheuristics.

)

The Structural Similarity index map (SSIM) computes a
similarity map between two digital images ―x‖ and ―y‖ as
confirmed by [11] it allows simulating human perception in
comparing two images. The map value
where one means images are similar around that region.
Thus for two identical images, all map values equal one.
Meanwhile, negative values attest inverted regions. Finally,
zero states totally different regions. Fig. 6 is computed as
follows:

Fig. 8. Number of possible Keys.

Fig. 6. SSIM values for different metaheuristics.

5) Key strength
This cryptosystem proposes two complementary and
symmetric encryptions. The final key to be shared is a simple
concatenation of both keys. The challenge for breaking the
key is that the generated key is totally independent from the
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image, and the length of the key is not fixed since Vigenere
key length is between 30 and 50 Bytes. In addition, the Metakey is 256 Bytes Long, which give us:

[1]
[2]
[3]

The total number of combination is given by:
[4]

Fig. 8 is a semilog graph showing the number of possible
keys for Vigenere key, Meta key separately and the
combination of both versus Vigenere key length.
Table 2 gives the means and standard deviation obtained
after 10 runs on each metaheuristics. We observe that the
numbers are very stable and consistent since the runs were not
selected. The experiment is totally independent: no seeds were
planted for the pseudorandom generator. The values side by
side are quite similar except for SSIM, the values vary from 7
to 15%.
TABLE II.
NPCR

SSIM

[7]

[8]
[9]

[11]



± 



± 



± 

HC

0.999909

± 0.00005

8.773

± 0.007

7.007

± 0.035

SA

0.999997

± 0.00000

8.752

± 0.171

7.078

± 0.200

TS

0.991533

± 0.00404

8.197

± 0.350

18.627 ± 2.561

PSO 0.997794

± 0.00092

7.804

± 0.108

15.354 ± 0.487

GA

0.990335

± 0.00495

7.780

± 0.388

17.146 ± 1.715

MA

0.997813

± 0.00104

7.264

± 0.213

17.669 ± 2.007

IV.

[6]

[10]

QUALITY TESTS SUMMARY
PSNR

[5]

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposed algorithm reveals very satisfying results.
Overall, it is compatible with all the tested metaheuristics.
However the parameters have to be set for every metaheuristic
to obtain good results, but once set, the results are stable and
render the encrypted image unrecognizable. On the other
hand, if we compare the proposed metaheuristics to choose the
best one(s), NPCR rates Simulated Annealing and Tabu search
as the best ones, While PSNR values give a slight preference
for population based algorithms, MA, GA and PSO, besides
HC and SA, outclass the other metaheuristics according to
SSIM. As for the encryption time all the metaheuristics except
MA and GA, are very fast. Moreover, the key generated
offers a high security level compared to the existing
symmetrical cyphers. Despite being very satisfying, the
algorithm is very flexible and allows many ameliorations. For
instance, improving Vigenere encryption part or choosing
different evaluation function.

[16]

[17]

[18]
[19]

[20]

[21]
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